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Abstract
We apply Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) to organize and to improve the quality of Démonette2, a French derivational database,
through a detection of both missing and spurious derivations in the database. We represent each derivational family as a graph. Given
that the subgraph relation exists among derivational families, FCA can group families and represent them in a partially ordered set
(poset). This poset is also useful for improving the database. A family is regarded as a possible anomaly (meaning that it may have
missing and/or spurious derivations) if its derivational graph is almost, but not completely identical to a large number of other families.
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1. Introduction
Démonette2 (Hathout and Namer, 2016; Namer et al.,
2019; Namer and Hathout, 2020) is a derivational
database that systematically describes the derivational
properties of a fragment of the French lexicon. In the
database, an entry corresponds to a pair of lexemes
from the same derivational family.
A derivational family is a set of lexemes connected by
derivational relations. Fig. 1 shows examples of five
derivational families. Each family is shown with its
pair(s) of lexemes and the morphological pattern relat-
ing each pair. The family of cramer, for example, has
only one pair describing the direct derivation from the
verb cramerV to the noun cramageN using the morpho-
logical pattern X-Xage.
The set of derivations in the family of cramer is similar
to that of haubaner, allowing them to be grouped in the
same paradigm. This similarity also poses some ques-
tions. Is it possible that a derivational relation (cramerV
— crameN) is missing in the family of cramer? Or con-
versely, is the derivation haubanerV — haubanN erro-
neous? It is also possible that these derivations are cor-
rect as such, the two families belong then to two differ-
ent morphological paradigms.
This paper deals with the following questions:

1. How to systematically represent the relation
among families.

2. How to detect families having anomalies, i.e. fam-
ilies having either missing or incorrect deriva-
tions.

The presence of anomalies in Démonette2 is not sur-
prising, given that it is built from heterogeneous re-
sources. This merge generated some mistakes that
should be corrected.

The improvement of derivational databases of numer-
ous languages has been studied: Bulgarian (Dimitrova
et al., 2014), Croatian (Filko and Šojat, 2017; Filko et
al., 2019), Czech (Ševčı́ková et al., 2018), Hungarian
(Trón et al., 2006), and Polish (Dziob and Walentynow-
icz, 2021). A method based on graph theory has been
proposed to improve a German derivational database
(Papay et al., 2017). This method focuses on the finger-
print of each family, which is the graph describing the
family’s derivational relations. A fingerprint contains
labelled edges with “anonymized” vertices. A family
with incorrect derivations is assumed to have a finger-
print that is similar but not identical to the fingerprint
of a large number of families.
In this paper, we go further by including part of speech
information (verb, noun, adjective, etc.) in each vertex
in a fingerprint. Moreover, we also take into account
that a fingerprint may be a subgraph of another larger
fingerprint, given that a set of derivations may be a sub-
set of another.
Our hypothesis is as follows. Among the families that
contain the smaller fingerprint, if a large percentage of
them also have d, then the families that do not have
d are likely to be incomplete. Conversely, if only a
small percentage of them also have d, then this node d
is likely to be spurious.
We can consequently use the subgraph relation among
fingerprints to define a partial order among derivational
families. The systematic representation of families
using this partial order can be performed using For-
mal Concept Analysis (FCA). The partially ordered set
(poset) generated by FCA allows us to study the group-
ing of the families and the overlap among families’ set
of derivations.
Grouping families according to their paradigm or fin-
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Family of roder
roderV
‘run in’

→ rodageN
‘running in’

: X-Xage

Family of cramer
cramerV
‘burn’

→ cramageN
‘burning’

: X-Xage

Family of haubaner
haubanerV
‘stabilize by shroud’

→ haubanageN
‘shroud-stabilizing’

: X-Xage

haubanerV
‘stabilize by shroud’

— haubanN
‘nautical shroud’

: X-X

Family of jaunir
jaunirV
‘turn yellow’

→ jaunissageN
‘yellowing’

: X-Xage

jaunirV
‘turn yellow’

→ jaunissementN
‘having yellowed’

: X-Xment

jaunissageN
‘yellowing’

· · · jaunissementN
‘having yellowed’

: Xage-Xment

Family of ajouter
ajouterV
‘add’

→ ajoutageN
‘nozzle’

: X-Xage

ajouterV
‘add’

→ ajoutementN
‘text addition’

: X-Xment

ajouterV
‘add’

— ajoutN
‘something added’

: X-X

ajoutageN
‘nozzle’

· · · ajoutementN
‘text addition’

: Xage-Xment

Figure 1: Examples of five small derivational families.
Démonette2 has three types of derivation: direct, in-
direct, and undecidable; here represented by →, · · ·,
and — respectively. The family of jaunir illustrates the
incompleteness of the database, as it is missing jaune
‘yellow’.

gerprint offers many advantages. One principal advan-
tage is to provide a new organization of lexicon. The
poset also allows us to easily obtain the number of fam-
ilies having a particular fingerprint, which is needed in
detecting incorrect derivations as previously explained.

2. Formal Concept Analysis
FCA is a mathematical framework based on lattice
theory and used for classification, data analysis, and
knowledge discovery (Ganter and Wille, 1999). From
a formal context, FCA builds all formal concepts, and
arranges them in a concept lattice.
A formal context is a binary table of objects and
their attributes, usually depicted as a cross-table with
set of objects G as rows and set of attributes M as
columns. A cross in the table signifies that object
g ∈ G has attribute m ∈ M . An example of a formal
context with 7 objects (g1, g2, · · · g7) and 7 attributes
(m1,m2, · · ·m7) is given in Table 1.
A formal concept is a pair (A ⊆ G,B ⊆ M), where
A and B are called extent and intent, respectively.
A formal concept corresponds to the maximal set of
objects A sharing a set of attributes B, while B is
the maximal set of attributes shared by A. The pair
({g2, g3}, {m1,m2,m3,m5,m6}) is a concept from
Table 1. In the cross-table depiction, a formal concept

m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7

g1 ×
g2 × × × × × ×
g3 × × × × ×
g4 × × × ×
g5 × ×
g6 × × ×
g7 × × × × ×

Table 1: A formal context

corresponds to a maximal rectangle of crossed cells.
A concept (A1, B1) is subconcept of (A2, B2), writ-
ten as (A1, B1) ≤ (A2, B2), iff A1 ⊆ A2. In this case,
(A2, B2) is superconcept of (A1, B1). With the sub-
sumption relation ≤, the set of all concepts is partially
ordered, and can be represented as a concept lattice.

2.1. Concept Lattice
The concept lattice of Table 1 is illustrated in Fig. 2 left.
It shows all concepts from Table 1 and the ≤ relation
among them. A concept is depicted as a rectangle with
three parts, from top to bottom: concept number, intent,
and extent. Given two concepts Ca and Cb, if there is a
downward path from Ca to Cb, then Ca is superconcept
of Cb, and consequently Cb is subconcept of Ca.
The lattice in Fig. 2 left is illustrated in a full form. All
objects and attributes of the extent and intent, respec-
tively, are listed. A simplified but equivalent form con-
sists in listing only objects and attributes the first time
they occur in the lattice. Inheritance from top to bot-
tom for attributes, and from bottom to top for objects,
allows us to calculate the complete extent and intent
for each concept. This simplified version is illustrated
in Fig. 2 middle.
Thus, an object and an attribute are introduced in the
lowest and the highest concept, respectively, where
they are present. In Fig. 2 middle, m6 is only shown
in C8, the first time it occurs from top to bottom. The
extent of C8 is g3 and its inherited object: g2, while its
intent is m6 and its inherited attributes: m1, m2, m3,
and m5.

2.2. AOC-Poset
A concept lattice may have 2min(|G|,|M |) concepts. The
large number of concepts that can be found in a formal
context could render the lattice too complex to be ex-
plored. The use of an Attribute-Object-Concept (AOC)
poset (Dolques et al., 2013) is one approach to reduce
this complexity.
Instead of retrieving all concepts, the AOC-poset is re-
stricted to object-concepts (which introduce at least one
object) and attribute-concepts (which introduce at least
one attribute), keeping the ≤ relation among selected
concepts. In Fig. 2 middle, we can see that C6 and C12

are neither object-concept nor attribute-concept. Con-
sequently, they are not included in the corresponding
AOC-poset.
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C1

m2

g1, g2, g3, g4,
g5, g6, g7

C2

m2, m5

g2, g3,
g5, g7

C3

m3

g2, g3,
g4, g7

C4

m2, m7

g2, g4,
g6, g7

C5

m1, m2,
m3, m5

g2, g3,
g7

C6

m2, m3,
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g7
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Figure 2: The concept lattice in full form (left), the concept lattice in simplified form (middle), and the AOC-poset
in simplified form (right) of the formal context in Table 1.

We define the number of levels in an AOC-poset as the
longest top-down path. The AOC-poset in Fig. 2 right
contains 5 levels (C1 → C2 → C5 → C8 → C11).
We also define a concept Ca as a child of Cb if Ca ≤
Cb and there is no concept between them. The concept
C9 in Fig. 2 right is a lower neighbor of C4 and C5.
Those two concepts are called parents of C9.

2.3. Implication and Association Rules
Concept lattice and AOC-posets are both useful for ex-
tracting implication and association rules, since they
provide hierarchical information among objects and at-
tributes. For example, in Fig. 2 middle, m1 and m5 are
introduced in C5 and C2, respectively, with C5 ≤ C2.
This means that any object having m1 also has m5,
written as the implication m1 → m5.
Conversely, we can also find the association rule m5 →
m1 with confidence 3/4 = 0.75, since there are 4 ob-
jects in C5 and 3 objects in C2. This means that among
4 objects having m5, 3 of them have also m1.
The rules present in the lattices can be extracted
from the corresponding AOC-poset. Consequently, the
AOC-poset, which is simpler, is preferred.
Furthermore, an association rule can also highlight
anomalies among objects and attributes, by looking at
the confidence value. In the previously mentioned rule
m5 → m1, we see that among 4 objects having m5,
only one of them does not have m1. This may in-
dicate that this one object, g5, is an anomaly. This

anomaly detection is the basis of our detection of in-
correct derivations in Démonette2.

3. Methodology
In this section we explain how to use FCA to represent
derivational families in Démonette2 and to find possi-
ble inaccuracies in it.
Démonette2 is a database whose entries are pairs of
derivationally related lexemes. Each entry has 38
columns describing the two lexemes and their relation.
In this paper, we are focusing only on: the two lex-
emes and their part of speech (noun, verb, etc.), the ori-
entation of the relation (direct, indirect, undecidable),
and the morphological patterns relating the lexemes (X-
Xion, X-Xment, etc.)

3.1. Démonette2 as Graphs
In a graph, we assign the lexemes as the labels of ver-
tices, while the morphological patterns serve as the la-
bel of edges. The orientation of the derivation deter-
mines the edge type. Direct derivations are represented
by solid directed edges, while indirect and undecidable
derivations are represented by dashed and dotted undi-
rected edges respectively. The graphs of families of the
cramer and haubaner are depicted in Fig. 3.
A fingerprint (Papay et al., 2017) is a graph that il-
lustrates the structure of a family, obtained by keeping
the label of edges without labeling any vertice. Here
we extend this notion by keeping part of speech infor-
mation in the vertices. The fingerprints of cramer and
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haubaner_V haubanage_NX-Xagehauban_N X-X

cramer_V cramage_NX-Xage

Figure 3: The graphs of cramer (top) and haubaner
(bottom). A solid directed edge and a dashed edge rep-
resent a direct derivation and an undecidable derivation
respectively.

V NX-XageN X-X

V NX-Xage

Figure 4: The fingerprint of cramer and roder (top),
which is a subgraph of the fingerprint of haubaner (bot-
tom).

haubaner are depicted in Fig. 4. A fingerprint can cor-
respond to several families since a fingerprint does not
contain the lexemes. This is the case of the family of
cramer and roder, who share the fingerprint shown in
Fig. 4 top.
The graph g1 is a subgraph of g2 (written g1 ⊂ g2) if
g1 is included in g2. In Fig. 4, the top fingerprint is
a subgraph of the bottom fingerprint, since the latter
contains all vertices and edges of the former.

3.2. Creation of AOC-Poset
To build an AOC-poset, first we have to construct a for-
mal context. As explained in Section 2, a formal con-
text is a table of objects and their attributes. In this
section, we present how to build formal context using
fingerprints.
In the formal context, each object corresponds to a
family, and each attribute corresponds to a fingerprint
f ∈ F . The set of fingerprints F is partially ordered
by subgraph inclusion. A family g possesses its own
fingerprint fg and any fingerprint fi such that fi ∈ F
and fi ⊂ fg .
The formal context of families in Fig. 1 is shown in
Table 2. The family of roder and cramer share the same
fingerprint f1. The family of haubaner has not only its
own fingerprint f2, but also f1 as f1 ⊂ f2. The family
of ajouter has f4, and also f1, f2, and f3 since they are
subgraphs of f4.
The corresponding AOC-poset in simplified form is de-
picted in Fig. 5, together with the fingerprint of each
concept.
Any resulting concept is an attribute concept, introduc-
ing exactly one fingerprint and one or more families

Family Fingerprints
f1 f2 f3 f4

roder ×
cramer ×
haubaner × ×
jaunir × ×
ajouter × × × ×

Table 2: The formal context of the 5 families in Fig. 1
and the 4 fingerprints shown in Fig. 5.

sharing that fingerprint. Consequently, from the result-
ing AOC-poset, we can see how a family’s fingerprint
extends to another fingerprint, and how two fingerprints
combine to form another fingerprint.
From Fig. 5, we see that f1 grows by adding an indirect
X-X derivation to become f2 or by adding two deriva-
tions to become f3. We also see that f2 and f3 combine
to form f4.

4. Poset Exploration
Currently, the Démonette2 database contains 51,830
unique pairs of lexemes and their description. From
these pairs, we obtain 13,897 families and 4,849 differ-
ent fingerprints. The number of families associated to
each fingerprint is varied: 4,181 fingerprints are only
associated to one family, while one small fingerprint
(having only two nodes) shared with 1,381 families.
The formal context contains 13,897 objects and 4,849
attributes. The resulting AOC-poset has 8 levels and
4,849 concepts – one for each fingerprint – while 69
concepts are isolated, i.e. having neither subconcept
nor superconcept.
There are 209 “top” concepts – having no parent and at
least one child – which can be regarded as the begin-
ning of a new paradigm.
The maximum number of parents and children of a
given concept is 83 and 124 respectively. Among con-
cepts having at least 1 parent, the average number of
parents is 5.06; while among the concepts having at
least 1 child, the average number of children is 10.08.
To detect possible incorrect derivations in a family, we
focus on pairs of neighboring concepts with their cor-
responding association rule. Consider the concepts C1

and C2 in Fig. 6, with the fingerprint f1 ⊂ f2. The
association rule f1 → f2 has confidence 14/15, mean-
ing that among 15 families having f1, only one of them
does not have the larger f2. Therefore, this one family
may be missing some derivations.
On the other hand, consider two concepts C3 and C4

in Fig. 6, in simplified form, with the fingerprint f3 ⊂
f4. The association rule f3 → f4 has confidence 1/16,
meaning that 15 families have exactly f3, and only one
has f3 and f4. Therefore, this one family may have
some incorrect additional derivations.

Families with missing derivations. Fig. 7 presents
one case of missing derivation found in Démonette2.
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Figure 5: AOC-poset (in black) of Table 2 and to ease understanding we draw in blue the fingerprints involved in
the intent of the concepts .

We see concept C3812 introduces fingerprint f3606, and
one of its subconcepts C3205 introduces f3842. These
two fingerprints are illustrated beside the concepts, and
we see that f3606 is a subgraph of f3842, with the lat-
ter having two more derivations (direct X-Xage and X-
Xeur). Among 708 families having indirect derivation
Xage-Xeur, 695 of them also have the direct derivations
X-Xeur and X-Xage (e.g. the family survolter with lex-
emes survolterV, survoltageN, and survolteurN).

The remaining 13 families could be missing the X-
Xage and X-Xeur derivations and should be checked by
hand. An actual example of a missing derivation is that
of the family orpailleur, which has only two lexemes
orpaillageN and orpailleurN, and an indirect derivation
between them, without the lexeme orpaillerV. We then
propose the addition of the missing lexeme and the two
missing derivations.

The family radeau, illustrated in Fig. 8, is another rel-
evant example among the 13 families. This family
has the indirect Xage-Xeur and direct X-Xage, but is
missing the direct derivation X-Xeur from radelerV to
radeleurN. Notice that f3606 is a subgraph of radeau’s
fingerprint. This shows the usefulness of FCA and its

capacity to detect an anomaly in a family’s subgraph.

Families with incorrect derivations. To find possi-
bly incorrect derivations in Démonette2, we focus on
two neighboring concepts where the subconcept intro-
duces a low number of families compared to its super-
concept.
This is the case of concepts C2376 and C1766 shown
in Fig. 9. There are 41 families that have the finger-
print f3683, while only one family has f1972, which
is f3683 with one additional X-Xion derivation. This
one family is détracter, shown in Fig. 10. This family
has the extra direct X-Xion derivation from détracterV
to détractationN, which is a rarely used synonym of
détractionN.

Limitations of association rules. From Fig. 6 right,
the example of f4 introducing only one family may
not mean that this one family has incorrect deriva-
tions. This is often the case when a family has extra
valid derivations for different spelling, like essuyement-
essuiement, debuscage-debusquage, etc., which should
not be regarded as incorrect derivations.
Furthermore, many derivational families are indeed in-
complete in the language, and should thus be docu-
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C1

f 1

15 families

C2

f 1
f 2

14 families

C3

f 3

15 families

C4

f 4

1 family

Figure 6: Illustration of two pairs of neighboring con-
cepts. The pair in the left is shown in the full form,
while the pair in the right is in the simplified form.

Figure 7: Two neighboring concepts and their finger-
prints (f3606 and f3842). They differ in X-Xage and
X-Xeur.

mented as such in the database. This could lead to
a pair of neighboring concepts similar to Fig. 6 right,
where instead of incorrect extra derivations in C4, it
is the numerous families in C3 that are missing some
derivations.

radeau_N

radeleur_N

X-Xeur

radeler_V

radelage_N

X-Xage

Xage-Xeur

Figure 8: The graph of family radeau.

Figure 9: Two neighboring concepts C2376 and C1766.
C2376 introduces the fingerprint f3683, shown in up-
per right, while C1766 introduces f1972, shown in lower
right.

détracter_V

détractation_N

X-Xion

détracteur_N

X-Xeur détraction_N

X-Xion

détractrice_N

X-Xrice

Xeur-Xrice

Xeur-Xion Xion-Xrice

Figure 10: The graph of family détracter.

5. Validation
The anomalies found by the method explained in Sec-
tion 4 can then be presented to linguists to check
whether there are actually missing or incorrect deriva-
tions. In order to do this validation, we designed a sim-
ple web page to visualize our findings.

Missing derivations. A screenshot of the web page
for the validation of missing derivation is shown in
Fig. 11. In this example, the family turban may be
missing an X-Xment derivation (in blue). We pro-
vide the prediction of the supposedly missing lexeme
(enturbannementN) by performing a formal analogy
(Lavallée and Langlais, 2010; Lepage, 1998; Stroppa
and Yvon, 2005) from the two families, e.g.:

emmitouflerV : emmitouflementN =
enturbannerV : ?
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Figure 11: A web-based tool of revision of the pos-
sibly missing derivation. The reference family is the
“normal” family, while the question is the family that
is missing some derivations in blue. Each lexeme is ac-
companied by its category and its frequency from FR-
COW corpora.

From this analogy, we generate the predicted lexeme
enturbannement by replacing the affix according to the
reference. We then check the frequency of the entur-
bannement in the French web corpus FRCOW (Bild-
hauer and Schäfer, 2016) to help the linguists decide
whether the lexeme exists or not. The linguist/validator
can choose one of the three options:

1. keep: the prediction is correct and will be added
to the database;

2. delete: the family in question is correct as it is, no
change needed in the database;

3. other: for other cases, e.g. when the family in
question is indeed missing some derivations, but
the given prediction is incorrect.

It should be noted that affix replacement will not al-
ways give the correct prediction. This is the case in
hydrocycliqueAdj : hydrocycliserV = muetAdj : ?, where
hydrocyclique and muet do not share any affix. In this
case, we put “?” in the prediction, and the linguists can
provide the intended lexeme (mutiser) in the comment.

Incorrect derivations. A page for the validation of
incorrect derivations is shown in Fig. 12. The “delete”
option here removes some elements in the family and
updates the database, while the “keep” option does not
update the database.

Tracing the source. To trace the origin of a deriva-
tion, additional information is added for labeling the
edges. Beside the morphological pattern, we provide a
code that corresponds to a source file. For example, the
label of the edge between palefrenatN to palefrenierN

Figure 12: A web-based tool of revision of the possibly
incorrect derivation, similar to the web page shown in
Fig. 11.

in Fig. 12 is “Mb: Xat-Xier”. While “Xat-Xier” is the
morphological construction, “Mb” is a code that refers
to the source file of the pair.

Update iterations. The result of these validations
updates the database, hence updating the AOC-poset.
Given a new AOC-poset, we find a new set of anoma-
lies, and a new validation process is needed. The up-
date of Démonette2 is thus iterative, but we can not
know beforehand how many iterations it takes to con-
verge.

6. Conclusion

We presented in this paper the potential of FCA in
detecting both missing and spurious derivations in
Démonette2. This detection is important in improv-
ing the quality and completeness of the database. Our
methodology can easily be adapted to other word for-
mation databases. Our hypothesis, stated in Section 1,
may need some refinements, but it is a good starting
point in detecting anomalies in a database.
However, the creation of formal context we presented
in this paper is not the only possible way to build a for-
mal context. Instead of calculating the subgraph rela-
tion among fingerprints, we may be interested in calcu-
lating all frequent subgraphs and study the grouping of
families based on which subgraphs they share, leading
to a more complex structure. Moreover, in addition to
the morphological construction (X-Xier, X-Xion, etc.),
the semantic information for each derivation may give
us a better grouping of families.
The iterative update of Démonette2 should also be in-
vestigated, since the AOC-poset structure enables more
than one update per iteration. It is also important to fil-
ter out the anomalies found in each iteration, since an
anomaly that is already treated as valid should not be
presented again as an anomaly.
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